*** FACEBOOK CHANGES ARE COMING….AGAIN…

*** We try to stay abreast of the continual changes Facebook makes to its system, and often
we don’t catch them until they are already implanted. Luckily for the next change coming, we
came across a webinar which helped explain what’s in store.
*** In the coming days and weeks, the way our Facebook Pages appear will change, both for
you and for us as well. They are going to streamline the layout, with the intent of making the
page easier to navigate. The initial reality will be that we’ll be searching for those icons we
regularly use, which will now be relocated somewhere else on the page.
*** Along with this new formatting, if you “Follow” our page, you will be transitioned over,
and continue the opportunity to view what we post; however if you have simply “Liked” our
page, we’re pretty much going to lose you permanently.
*** If you enjoy our posts, and wish to stay connected with us, you will have to “Follow” our
page; although “Likes” will still be sufficient for individual posts.
*** Also, when Apple made recent changes to its operating system, it allowed for users of
Apple products to restrict companies like Facebook of gathering your activity, unless you allow
them to. As a workaround, Facebook will be sending users a questionnaire asking you to
provide them information, which in turn they will use to provide you content in your news
feed which matches that information…or so they say; that decision is totally up to you.
*** With regard to our Group Pages, there are going to be changes as well, but we’re not
quite sure how those will affect Group members as yet. However, we urge all our Members of
both our Groups, to visit our Business Pages, and click “Follow” to insure that you will continue
to see relevant content.
*** Here are the links to both our business pages:
Lasting Dreams Daylilies:
https://www.facebook.com/Lasting-Dreams-Daylilies-205091862872389
Lasting Dreams Designs:
https://www.facebook.com/Lasting-Dreams-Designs-100121658835942

